
Stairs

**About Stairs**

Stairs is an endless runner of the popular game developer Ketchapp, in which players have to

control a small ball up the stairs. The aim of the game is to avoid all obstacles and to score as

many points as possible.

In Stairs you have to make a small ball climb as many steps as possible. Since the ball is already

jumping automatically, you only have to control the ball's path with simple swipe gestures. Above

all, make sure that the ball does not hit an obstacle on the next stair. If the ball hits a spike, the

round is over. Since Stairs is an endless runner, the goal of the game is to score as many points as

possible. For example, you get many points by making perfect jumps where your ball has to hit a

small circle. In addition, there are many challenges available in which you have to complete special

tasks.

**Stairs - Functions:** 

- Climb up the stairs: As the app's name suggests, everything in Stairs revolves around a stair. You

have to climb up this stair with a small ball and score as many points as possible. But the

gameplay sounds easier than it actually is: Although the ball jumps automatically and you only

have to specify the direction of the ball by swiping, you have to take care of all obstacles on the

stairs. If you fail and your ball touches a spike, the round is over. But this is not the only challenge

that awaits you: the further you get and the more points you score, the harder the game gets. For

example, there are also steps that move from side to side.

- Create perfect jumps: To achieve even more points, you have to create perfect jumps. For this,

your ball just has to hit a small circle, which is on the next step. The more perfect jumps you make

in a row, the more points you score.

- Collect gems: As you climb up the stairs, you not only have to dodge all obstacles, but also

collect gems. These are located on the steps of the stair. With the collected gems you can e.g.

unlock new balls or skins. 

- Try challenges: If you need a change from the normal game mode, there are plenty of challenges

available. Test your skills and find out if you can make a round with only perfect jumps, upside

down levels, or reverse control levels.

Conclusion: Stairs is an entertaining, but quite challenging mobile game, which definitely requires a

little bit of practice.


